
 
Assigment Questions – Aurea Lucia 

1. Assuming the company (Prestige Telephone Company) demand for service will 

average 205 hours per month, what level of commercial sales of computer use would 

be necessary to break even each month? 

VARIABLE COST:  

1)Total Power cost - $1623 + $1592 + $1803 = $5028 

2)Total Operational expenses - $29496 + $29184 + $30264 = $88944 

 

TOTAL COMPUTER HOURS:  

1)361 + 348 + 401 = 1110 

 

TOTAL VARIABLE COST PER HOUR:  

1)$5028/1110 = $4.532)$88944/1110 = $80.13 

 

CONTRIBUTION MARGIN: 

Sales – Variable Cost = $800 – ($4.53 + $80.13) = $800 – ($84.66) = $715.34 

 

BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS: 

= Total Fixed Costs – (Cost Covering by PTC – Average monthly hours X Variable cost per unit) 

/ Contribution Margin = total fixed cost – (cost covered by the parent company – average monthly 

hours * cost covered by per unit) / contribution margin Fixed cost = ($9240 + $95000 + $5400 + 

$25500 + $680 + $12000 + $9000 + $11200 + $7677 + $15340) = $191037. 

191037 – (82000 – 205*84.66) / 715.34= 126392.30 / 715.34 = 176.69 hours.  

So 176.70 hours for $800 per hour is equal to $141,360 revenue (commercial) per month.  



 
2. Estimate the effect on income (for the month of March) of each of the options Rowe 

has suggested if Bradley estimates as follows: 

1. Increasing the price to commercial customers to $1,000 per hour would 

reduce demand by 30%. FALSE. 

In March, comercial demand was for 138 hours, and a 30% increase would leave demando f 97 

hours (138*0,70 = 96,6 hours). Demand*Contribution per hour = ($1000-$84,66)*96,6 = $88,42. 

Compare to present: 138*($800-$84,66) = $98,72. 

2. Reducing the price to commercial customers to $600 per hour would 

increase demand by 30%. TRUE. 

In March, comercial demand was 138 hours, so a 30% increase would give demand of 179,4 hours 

(138*1,30 = 179,4 hours). So, 179,4*($600-$84,66) = $92,45. Compare to present = 98,72.  

3. Increased promotion would increase sales by up to 30%. Bradley is unsure 

how much promotion this would take. (How much could be spent and still 

leave Prestige Data Services with no reported loss each month if commercial 

hours were increased 30%?) TRUE. 

At $800 per hour, the total contribution would be 179 hours*($800-$84,66) = $128.045,76. Na 

amount up to the difference between new contribution and presente contribution of $98,72 and 

$29,33 could be spent without reducing income. 

4. Reducing operations to 16 hours on weekdays and eight hours on Saturdays 

would result in a loss of 20% of commercial revenue hours. FALSE. 

138*0,80 = 110 hours. 110*($800-84,66) = $78,70. $98,72-$78,70 = $20,02. 



 
3. Can you suggest changes in the accounting and reporting system now used for 

operations of Prestige Data Services which would result in more useful information 

for Rowe and Bradley? 

Prestige Data Services could use consolidated financial statements for the family and subsidiaries 

as these statements will show the true contribution that they are providing for Prestige Telephone 

Company. For example, when making decisions, Prestige Data should consider the variable costs 

and not just all reported costs. 

 


